The approximation of normal moveout is essential for estimating the anisotropy parameters of the transversally isotropic media with vertical symmetry axis (VTI). We have approximated the long-offset moveout using the Padé approximation based on the higher order Taylor series coefficients for VTI media. For a given anellipticity parameter, we have the best accuracy when the numerator is one order higher than the denominator (i.e., [L∕ðL − 1Þ]); thus, we suggest using [4/3] and [7/6] orders for practical applications. A [7/6] Padé approximation can handle a much larger offset and stronger anellipticity parameter. We have further compared the relative traveltime errors between the Padé approximation and several approximations. Our method shows great superiority to most existing methods over a wide range of offset (normalized offset up to 2 or offset-todepth ratio up to 4) and anellipticity parameter (0-0.5). The Padé approximation provides us with an attractive highaccuracy scheme with an error that is negligible within its convergence domain. This is important for reducing the error accumulation especially for deeper substructures.
INTRODUCTION
The anisotropy phenomena in wave propagations have been widely recognized on various scales. The presence of anisotropy leads to nonhyperbolic moveout even in a homogeneous layer. A transversely isotropic medium with a vertical symmetry axis (VTI) is a reasonable approximation of horizontally layered anisotropic medium. The traveltime approximation is essential for determining the anisotropy parameters of layered VTI media, and thus it gains a lot of attention. Tsvankin and Thomsen (1994, 1995) generalize the three-term equation (Hake et al., 1984) by including the fourth-order Taylor coefficient for long offset in VTI media. Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995) rewrite the generalized three-term equation in terms of normal moveout (NMO) velocity υ NMO and the anellipticity parameter η. Alkhalifah (1997) generalizes the Dix (1955) equation by introducing effective anellipticity η eff to multilayered VTI media. Fowler (2003) summarizes a comprehensive list of traveltime approximations in VTI media for the qP-wave. Stovas and Ursin (2004) propose a continued-fraction approximation for a single VTI layer. Fomel (2004) and Fomel and Stovas (2010) propose two general forms of the nonhyperbolic approximation that can be applied to any kind of media. Ursin and Stovas (2006) point out that approximations of traveltime squared are generally better than those for traveltime (Malovichko, 1978; de Bazelaire, 1988; Castle, 1994; Siliqi and Bousquie, 2000; Fomel, 2004) . Blias (2009) and Golikov and Stovas (2012) perform an extensive comparison of traveltime approximations for VTI media. Ravve and Koren (2009 , 2010 , 2015 derive an accurate equation for hyperbolic and highorder terms of the NMO in the presence of a package of horizontal symmetry axis/VTI layers or layered orthorhombic media. Aleixo and Schleicher (2010) propose some new single-parameter traveltime approximations based on the approximations found in the literature.
Most existing moveout approximations, either using traveltime or traveltime squared (Ursin and Stovas, 2006) , are still not accurate enough for a single VTI layer, although various forms have been presented using either Taylor expansion or continued-fraction approximation. In mathematics, as a powerful approach derived from the Taylor expansion, the Padé expansion has proved to be superior to the Taylor expansion and the continued-fraction approximation (Baker, 1975; Ma, 2005; Aptekarev et al., 2011) . It is the "best" approximation of a function by a rational function for a given order. The Padé approximation may still work even when the Taylor expansion does not converge. Douma and Calvert (2006) and Douma and van der Baan (2008) build an accurate moveout approximation by using Padé interpolation or rational interpolation between traveltimes from several rays. In this paper, we present an alternative moveout approximation using the Padé expansion directly. We suggest two groups of equations, [4/3] and [7/6] order Padé approximations, based on the traveltime squared for VTI layer. Theoretical analysis and numerical experiments show that our method is superior to many existing approximations within a wide range of anellipticity parameter, especially for a large normalized offset or offset to depth ratio.
EXACT TRAVELTIME FOR SINGLE VTI LAYER
We consider qP-wave propagation in a homogeneous VTI layer. It is convenient to define the nondimensional anisotropy parameters in terms of elastic tensor components (Thomsen, 1986) 
where α 0 and β 0 are the vertical velocities of the qP-and qS-waves, respectively, and ε and δ are the dimensionless anisotropy parameters (Thomsen, 1986) , respectively. It is well-known that the qP-wave phase velocity in transversally isotropic media depends weakly on β 0 (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994; Alkhalifah, 1998) . We set β 0 ¼ 0, which is the acoustic approximation from Alkhalifah (1998 Alkhalifah ( , 2000 . Therefore, the phase velocity reads (Tsvankin, 2001) υ p ðθÞ
where υ p is the phase velocity and θ is the phase angle. The group angle and the group velocity are related to the phase angle and phase velocity through (Tsvankin, 2001) 
where υ g is the group velocity and ψ is the group angle. The normalized traveltime reads (Ursin and Stovas, 2006) 
and the normalized offset reads
where υ NMO is the NMO velocity defined as υ NMO ¼ α 0 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 1 þ 2δ p , t is the traveltime, and X is the offset.
TAYLOR SERIES OF TRAVELTIME SQUARED
For a homogeneous VTI layer, the Taylor series coefficients are well-known (Golikov and Stovas, 2012) and can be computed from the parametric offset-traveltime equations. The normalized traveltime τðpÞ and the normalized offset xðpÞ are as follows (Ursin and Stovas, 2006) :
where
1·3· : : : ·ð2n−1Þ 2 n n! ; n ¼ 1;2; : : :
and p is the horizontal slowness (the horizontal component of the slowness vector; also called the ray parameter). According to Ursin and Stovas (2006) , the coefficients μ 2k are 
for qPqP reflection in a single layer, where the coefficient α 0 is the vertical qP-wave velocity and a n ¼ 2 n ð1 þ 2δÞðε − δÞ n ; n ¼ 0;1; 2; : : :
The derivation of a Taylor series for τ 2 ðxÞ is exactly as in Taner and Koehler (1969) or Hubral and Krey (1980) ; that is,
Squaring equations 7 and 8, we have
where C220 Song et al.
B n;k−1 p 2n ; k ¼ 1;2; : : : ;
then, the coefficients B n;k can be determined recursively by
B n−i;k−1 B i;0 ; k¼ 1;2; :::; n ¼ 0;1; ::: (18)
Substituting equations 13 and 17 into equation 12 and equating coefficients, we have
Explicit formulas for c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 are given in terms of the coefficients μ 2k as follows:
where μ 2 , μ 4 , μ 6 , and μ 8 are calculated by equation 10 as
where η is the anellipticity parameter defined as η ¼ ðε − δÞ∕ ð1 þ 2δÞ. The coefficients c k in a single layer can be described only by anellipticity parameter η as follows:
Therefore, the Taylor series for τ 2 ðxÞ in a single layer consists of the terms that include offset powers, where the coefficients of these terms depend on the intrinsic anellipticity parameter η. On the basis of higher order coefficients of the Taylor series, we use the Padé expansion to construct the traveltime approximation for a single VTI layer. The first 15 coefficients of the Taylor series are listed in Appendix A. For the conveniences of numerical comparison, we list several well-known methods below. Conventional Dix-type layer stripping using the nonhyperbolic approximation, suggested by Tsvankin and Thomsen (1994) and modified by Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995) , can be rewritten as
Based on the moveout equation for the layered media (Castle, 1994) , Siliqi (2001) proposes a shifted hyperbola approximation for the traveltime in terms of offset
Ursin and Stovas (2006) propose a generalized continued-fraction traveltime approximation for VTI media and match the approximation to the Taylor expansion up to the order x 6 (i.e., equations 18 and 19 in their paper)
where B ¼ 1 þ 6η for a single layer (Golikov and Stovas, 2012) . Fomel and Stovas (2010) propose the general form of the moveout approximation
which can be applied to any type of media. This function is identical to the approximation proposed by Fomel (2004) .
PADÉ APPROXIMATION
The Padé approximation is a rational function based on the power series expansion that agrees with a prescribed power series to the highest possible order (Baker, 1975; Ma, 2005; Aptekarev et al., 2011) . For a given power series
the rational function
is defined as ½L∕M order Padé approximation if
The normalization condition Q 0 ¼ 1 is used to solve the system; thus, the approximation is just the Maclaurin expansion for fðλÞ.
We write the coefficients of P L ðλÞ and Q M ðλÞ as
Equation 29 is equivalent to the requirements
Therefore, fðλÞ and R LM ðλÞ agree at λ ¼ 0 and their derivatives up 
where c k is the kth coefficient in the Taylor series, as shown in Appendix A. Equation 32 can be rewritten as
. . .
The coefficient of c 0 is always equal to one with normalized offset and normalized traveltime; thus, P 0 ¼ 1. With λ ≡ x 2 , we can solve the coefficients P k and Q k for the Taylor series τ 2 ðxÞ in function 12, and the ½L∕M-order Padé approximation is
We select the optimal order of the Padé approximation by numerical tests. For a typical anellipticity parameter η, the best accuracy arises when M ¼ L − 1; furthermore, the accuracy is stably increasing when M approaches L − 1, as shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 . From the form of the approximation suggested by Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995) , we can see that the continued-fraction approximation is one order higher in the numerator than in the denominator, which is consistent with our selection M ¼ L − 1. To preserve the asymptotic behavior for a homogeneous VTI medium, the coefficients P k and Q k should satisfy certain relations. To preserve the horizontal velocity, Q L−1 ∕P L ¼ 1 þ 2η, and to preserve the intercept for asymptote, 
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Blias (2009) tests several three-term moveout approximations by a velocity model with strong anisotropy at long offset. In fact, his strong anellipticity parameter η ranges from 0 to 0.33; in addition, Blias's largest offset to depth ratio (O∕D) is only approximately 2 (around normalized offset of one), which is an intermediate case defined by Tsvankin and Thomsen (1994) . The accuracy of the different traveltime approximations is compared by the qPqP reflection data generated for a single-layer VTI model. The depth of the model is 1000 m, and the vertical velocity is 2000 m∕s. The theoretical normalized traveltime is computed by equations 5 and 6. Figures 1 and 2 show the various sixth-and seventh-order Padé approximations when η ¼ 0.5, respectively. Obviously, when the orders for either numerator or denominator are too far away from the diagonal order (i.e., L ¼ M ¼ 6 or 7), the accuracy would decrease rapidly for the given anellipticity parameter η. For example, as shown in Figure 1 Figure 2 . This indicates that we should use a higher order of the numerator than that of the denominator to obtain the optimal accuracy of traveltime given a limited order of the Padé approximation. In fact, the continued-fraction approximation for the VTI media is basically one order higher in the numerator than in the denominator. This fact is consistent with our results. Therefore, we suggest using [L∕ðL − 1Þ] Padé approximations. (Alkhalifah and Tsvankin, 1995; Siliqi, 2001; Ursin and Stovas, 2006; Fomel and Stovas, 2010; [4/3] and [7/6] Padé approximations). We show 0 < η < 0.5 with an interval of 0.01 when normalized offset x < 2.
Long-offset moveout for VTI media C223 Figure 4 shows 3D plots of relative traveltime errors for different approximations (Alkhalifah and Tsvankin, 1995; Siliqi, 2001; Ursin and Stovas, 2006; Fomel and Stovas, 2010; [4/3] and [7/6] Padé approximations). We show 0 < η < 0.5 with an interval of 0.01 when normalized offset x < 2 (i.e., O∕D ≈ 4.5). Obviously, when the anellipticity parameter η is close to zero, all approximations listed are accurate enough. However, when η is far away from zero, most approximations listed show apparent errors. In contrast, our Padé approximation has similar error within a much wider normalized offset or O∕D range. The [7/6] order Padé approximation is comparable with the approximation by Fomel and Stovas (2010) for most cases, but it is slightly better in case of relatively big η and normalized offset x. Approximately η ¼ 0.5 and x ¼ 2, the [7/6] order Padé approximation has slightly larger error than the approximation by Fomel and Stovas (2010) . Figure 5 shows the comparison between all methods in the Greenhorn shale (Jones and Wang, 1981) , which is also used by Fomel (2004) . In this medium, we have ε ¼ 0.256, δ ¼ −0.0505, and η ¼ 0.3409. Obviously, most approximations listed show apparent errors, especially for the sixth-order Taylor approximation due to inherent defects of Taylor expansion. The approximation by Fomel and Stovas (2010) and the Padé approximations do not exceed relative error of 1% when x < 2. The [7/6] Padé approximation has similar range of relative error to the approximation by Fomel and Stovas (2010) , but with slightly smaller error.
DISCUSSION
It is difficult for the inversion based on the Dix-type approximation to yield exact interval vertical velocities for multilayer structures due to the tradeoff between the NMO velocity and anisotropy parameters (Alkhalifah and Tsvankin, 1995; Alkhalifah, 1997) . In addition, Dix-type layer stripping suffers from serious error accumulation. As a powerful alternative to the generalized Dixtype layer stripping, the velocity-independent layer stripping (Dewangan and Tsvankin, 2006; Wang and Tsvankin, 2009 ) is more stable in layer stripping of reflection traveltime, where the interval traveltime is converted into single-layer forms. Besides, we can also apply the parametric offset-traveltime equations (Fomel and Stovas, 2010; Stovas, 2010) to extend the proposed Padé approximation to multilayered medium, whereas the asymptotic behavior would be complicated because the Padé approximation involves a large number of coefficients.
CONCLUSION
The analysis of the anellipticity parameter is significantly sensitive to the traveltime; thus, we should guarantee that the relative traveltime error is as small as possible. We present the Padé approximation of traveltime squared for the nonhyperbolic moveout of the qP-wave in VTI media with a strong anellipticity parameter. This method is a simple approach to directly use large terms of the Taylor series by Padé approximation. Numerical experiments show that the Padé approximation can handle a much larger offset and a stronger anellipticity parameter than most existing approximations. The Padé approximation provides us with an attractive scheme, whose error is negligible within its convergence domain. Our method has a much smaller traveltime error within the most commonly used range of anisotropy and the normalized offset (i.e., 0 < η < 0.5 and x < 2), which is important for reducing the error accumulation, especially for deeper substructures.
APPENDIX A COEFFICIENTS OF TAYLOR SERIES
c 6 ¼ −2ηð1þ48ηþ684η 2 þ3648η 3 þ6384η 4 Þ; c 7 ¼ 2ηð1þ70ηþ1540η 2 þ14168η 3 þ56672η 4 þ80960η 5 Þ; c 8 ¼ −2ηð1þ96ηþ3000η 2 þ41600η 3 þ280800η 4 þ898560η 5 þ1085760η 6 Þ; c 9 ¼ 2ηð1þ126ηþ5292η 2 þ102312η 3 þ1023120η 4 þ5437152η 5 þ14499072η 6 þ15189504η 7 Þ;
Figure 5. Relative traveltime errors of different approximations for Greenhorn shale (sixth-order Taylor; Alkhalifah and Tsvankin, 1995; Siliqi, 2001; Ursin and Stovas, 2006; Fomel and Stovas, 2010; [4/3] and [7/6] Padé approximations) when normalized offset x < 2. (D-3)
